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The construction of R2 actions in D = 4, N = 1 supergravity 
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Received 26 January 1990 
Abstract. Actions containing RZ terms in d = 4, N = 1 supergravity are constructed in the 
on-shell and the new minimal formulation of the theory. The basic feature in both cases 
is an analogy between supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory and supergravity. This analogy 
is also used to construct supersymmetric Lorentz Chern-Simons terms, which allows a 
derivation in d = 4 of an effective action resulting from string compactification. 
1. Introduction 
The interest in the construction and properties of higher order (super)gravity actions 
has increased considerably since the advent of superstring theories. This is because 
superstrings predict that the ultimate theory of quantum gravity, when expressed in 
field theoretical terms, involves a power series in the Riemann curvature tensor. The 
lowest order term (if the cosmological constant vanishes) in this series is the Einstein- 
Hilbert action, and higher order contributions are suppressed by inverse powers of 
the string tension. Therefore these higher order terms will play a minor role in very 
low energy physics, but they are likely to be essential in understanding the consistency 
of quantum gravity. Therefore it is of considerable interest to investigate properties 
of R n  theories in four-dimensional spacetime. 
One scenario which makes contact between the heterotic superstring theory in ten 
dimensions and elementary particle physics in four dimensions runs as follows [l]. 
First an effective action for the massless fields of the string theory is constructed in 
ten dimensions. Its form can be determined, e.g. by comparison with string amplitude 
calculations. This effective action can be expanded in powers of a, where a is the 
inverse string tension. The lowest order, O( CY'), terms, correspond to ten-dimensional 
N = 1 supergravity coupled to Yang-Mills theory [2,3]. The effective theory has, 
hopefully, a preferred compactification to four dimensions, leaving one ( N  = 1) super- 
symmetry unbroken. The feasibility of this scenario hinges on the presence of the 
O( a) Lorentz Chern-Simons term [4] in the ten-dimensional effective action. 
Recently, a new method was employed to obtain the supersymmetric Lorentz 
Chern-Simons terms in d = 10 [ 5 ] ,  and this was later extended to terms involving R4 
[6]. The essential step in this method is the fact that in certain supergravity theories 
a suitable combination of spin-connection and other fields transforms under supersym- 
metry exactly as the gauge field of the Yang-Mills multiplet. This observation was 
first used in a superconformal context in d = 6  [7]. 
In this paper we use this method to construct four-dimensional supersymmetric R2 
actions. Since we have in mind the application to string effective actions, we discuss 
not only the R 2  invariant itself, but also an invariant containing the Lorentz Chern- 
Simons term. This last result makes contact with an effective action derived by Witten 
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[SI. To establish this contact a duality transformation is required. It is remarkable 
and satisfying that our method provides an easy way to obtain this result. 
A major difference between four- and ten-dimensional supergravity theories is that 
in the latter theory the supersymmetry algebra closes only on-shell, whereas in d = 4 
one has, besides the on-shell version, a wide choice of off-shell formulations with 
differing sets of auxiliary fields. With higher derivative actions these different formula- 
tions are not equivalent. In this paper, we will apply the Yang-Mills analogy mentioned 
above to two cases in d = 4: the original formulation without auxiliary fields [9], and 
the new minimal auxiliary field formulation [ 101 of N = 1 supergravity. 
The construction of the R2 action in the new minimal formalism will give insight 
into our procedure, and indeed reproduces, in terms of component fields, the results 
already obtained by other methods [ 11-13]. Including the supersymmetrisation of 
Chern-Simons terms poses no essential problem. 
The construction without auxiliary fields resembles more closely the situation in 
d = 10. In this case supersymmetry holds only order by order in a. Even in O ( a )  the 
d = 4 construction shows a new feature. The identification of the spin-connection with 
the Yang-Mills field holds only modulo field equations. As we shall see, this implies 
that the supersymmetry transformation of the gravitino field acquire O( a )  
modifications. It is interesting that, at this O ( a )  level, we can follow two different 
approaches to construct supersymmetric R + R 2  actions. The two methods, one of 
which can be systematically extended to higher orders in a, require different 
modifications to the supersymmetry transformation rules. Supersymmetric R 2  actions 
were previously considered using superconformal methods [ 141 and the old minimal 
[15] formulation of supergravity [16,17]. 
In sections 2 and 3 we discuss mainly the invariant associated with the square of 
the Riemann tensor. In the effective action obtained from superstring theory, other 
terms are present as well, in particular the Lorentz Chern-Simons terms which are 
essential in the cancellation of anomalies in d = 10 [4]. In section 4 we will discuss 
the construction of such terms. Some conclusions are gathered in section 5. 
2. New minimal supergravity 
In four dimensions there are many different off-shell versions of supergravity. In the 
new minimal formulation the auxiliary fields are an antisymmetric tensor gauge field 
B,, and a vector gauge field V,, which gauges the chiral symmetry in the supergravity 
multiplet [ 101. Formally, the two-index tensor gauge field gives a resemblance to the 
ten-dimensional supergravity multiplet, where of course this field is physical rather 
than auxiliary. Also in six dimensions such a field is present. Not surprisingly then, 
the method of [5,6] for constructing R2 actions is ideally suited for this formulation 
of the four-dimensional theory. 
Before discussing the R 2  actions, let us recapitulate the main features of new 
minimal supergravity and its tensor calculus. The supergravity fields in the new minimal 
formalism are the bosons e,", B,,, V,, and the gravitino i+!t,. The supersymmetry and 
chiral transformations, with parameters E and A respectively, are? 
Se," = $ ~ y " + ,  W, = B,(n+, V + ) E  +iySW, 
SB,, = te[,i+!tY1 SV, = $iEyS y, yabi+!tab + d, A (2.1) 
t The conventions used in this paper are those of [18]. The antisymmetric product of gamma matrices is 
denoted by ~ ' 1 %  '81 y[ '1ya2, , , y'o]. 
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where we have defined the combinations 
(2 .2)  v = v +I. abc A = u,ab(e, $1 * fiFah p i  p 6 I E @  Habc- 
The covariant curvatures are 
Derivatives 9 are covariant with respect to Lorentz and chiral transformations. Thus 
the covariant derivative of the supersymmetry parameter E in (2.1) is given by 
~,(a+, V + ) E  3 (8, -&,?yab - i y , v @ + ) & .  (2 .4)  
All hatted curvatures are supercovariant. 
The above fields form an off-shell representation of supergravity. The commutator 
of two supersymmetry transformations with parameters E ]  and contains in the 
standard way field-dependent gauge transformations. In particular, there is a field- 
dependent Lorentz transformation with parameter hub = - f a 2  y P ~ , f l r  "b, which there- 
fore contains the field strength of the antisymmetric tensor gauge field B,". 
To construct actions, it is necessary to introduce some of the results of tensor 
calculus in this new minimal formalism [ 191. The basic multiplet is the general multiplet, 
with 8 + 8  bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. The other multiplets that we 
will require, chiral, linear and vector multiplets, are submultiplets of this general 
multiplet. The supersymmetry and chiral transformation of the general multiplet 
coupled to supergravity are the following 
The derivatives D in (2.51 are supercovariant, and contain covariantisations with upab 
and V,. Note that the X H  terms in SM, SN and Sv, cannot all be absorbed by using 
D a ( L ,  V + ) x  instead of D,(w, V ) x .  However, by a redefinition of A with a xfi term 
we could have achieved this in SM and SN (not in Sv, !). The formulation (2 .5)  has 
the advantage that the restriction A = 0 is allowed, leading to a chiral multiplet of 
weight zero. 
The chiral multiplet contains 4 + 4  degrees of freedom, in the fields [A ,  B, 4, F, GI. 
It can be defined for arbitrary chiral weight n (and be generalised to arbitrary spin), 
leading to the following local supersymmetry and chiral transformations:. 
SB = 1' - 6A = + n A B 2 i ~ y s ~  - n h A  
84 = y u (  D,A + i y 5 D a B ) e  +;( F +  i y S G ) &  +i( n - 1) y s h 4  
SF=tBEfq5 - ~ b y a b ' ~ f i a ~ , + $ n ~ ( A + i ~ ~ B ) y c d ~ , ~  - ( n  - 2 ) h G  
(2 .6)  
S G = L * -  2i E y s D 4  - hi E ys yabc'4fiabc + $ nByS( A + i ys B )  y C d ~ , d  + (n - 2)hE 
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Thus the general multiplet contains a chiral multiplet of weight n =2,  which starts 
with M and N, as well as a chiral multiplet of weight zero starting with v (such that 
U, = Dav) and C. This last multiplet is obtained by setting A = 0 in (2.5).  
The vector multiplet can be extracted from (2 .5)  by setting C = x = M = N = 0, and 
by defining A, = ePaua. The corresponding transformation rules are: 
SA, = iZy,A 
SA = - 4 yab&gab ( A )  + $iy,eD + i yshh 
SD =fiEy,@(&)h 
and can be generalised to the Yang-Mills case. This extension requires only that 
Yang-Mills covariantisations be present in fi and in all covariant derivatives. 
Action formulas can be based on the F component of a chiral multiplet with weight 
two, or the D component of the general or vector multiplet ( F  type and D type, 
respectively). These action formulas, which can be derived using the Noether method, 
are: 
The construction of the R 2  action relies on the fact that the supergravity multiplet 
(2.1) contains a non-Abelian vector multiplet. Its components are 
[R, E b ,  (Lab, -2gab( V+)] 
[ vp, -4iy5yab+ab, - i ( R ( w ) +  f i2) l  
(2.10) 
and the gauge group is SO(3, 1). We will discuss this non-Abelian multiplet in more 
detail below. In addition, there is an Abelian vectormultiplet with components 
(2.11) 
where & ( w )  is the supercovariant Riemann scalar. Using the action formula (2.8) for 
this vector multiplet, one obtains the supergravity action. With the conventional 
normalisation, the result becomes 
LfsG = - $ e ( k ( w ) + k 2 )  -~e$,y ’ ”y”b(Lab+~i~~”APV,duBhp (2.12) 
= -$e{R(w)+ & , y p V h 9 V ( ~ ,  V)+, +fiubckabC}+~i&CLYhPV,dyBhp. (2.13) 
The action for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory coupled to supergravity is an 
F-type action, which is obtained from the chiral multiplet of weight two constructed 
with bilinears of the fields of the vector multiplet: 
B+, -1.- A +  -$A 4lA Y5A 
(2.14) 
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Let us now discuss in more detail the SO(3, 1) Yang-Mills multiplet (2.10). In the 
new minimal formalism the supersymmetry transformation of the spin-connection 
wWab(e, +) reads 
(2.17) 
Clearly this is not the transformation rule of the first component of a Yang-Mills 
multiplet (see (2.7)). However, we can use the fact that 
sfiahc = - $ d Y [ a $ b c ]  (2.18) 
to construct a combination of w and fi that does have this property. Clearly the 
correct combination is S Z ,  ?‘. As we mentioned before, the commutator of two super- 
symmetry transformations contains an a--dependent Lorentz transformation. When 
the Yang-Mills multiplet is coupled to supergravity, the algebra also contains a 
Yang-Mills transformation with parameter A = -&EZ Y ~ L E ~ A , ,  so that we see that the 
Yang-Mills vector field and Q- appear on the same footing. It is straightforward to 
verify that indeed the transformation of S Z -  correctly leads to a Yang-Mills multiplet. 
The transformations are: 
iSwPab(e, +) =+~y,+‘~ -aEy 3 -  [ a  CL hc]  ePc+fEyc+,fiahc. 
(2.19) 
s+(v+) = -$gysD(fi-)+ab 
where now the R- covariantisation in the last line acts both on the fermion structure 
of +/ah and on the SO(3 , l )  indices ab. The derivation of the transformation rule of 
makes use of the following identity for Riemann tensors with torsion: 
& h c d ( n + )  = R c d a h ( a - ) *  (2.20) 
The proof of (2.20) requires the Bianchi identity of fi, which reads D L a ( w ) f i b c d 1  = 0. 
Therefore the construction of an R2-action has become a simple matter. We have 
to use the general Yang-Mills invariant (2.15) or (2.16) for the multiplet (2.19). The 
resulting action is invariant under the local supersymmetry transformations (2.1), and 
the transformations (2.19), which of course follow from (2.1). So we find (using (2.16)): 
2 2 =  - e a { ~ R , Y a ’ ( S Z _ ) R ~ ” “ h ( ~ - ) - 2 ~ ~ ~ ( V + ) ~ a ’ ( ~ + ) ~ ~ $ a b ~ ( w ,  v, n- $,b 
+ a$, yCdyCL$bab ( (a - ) + f i e d a b  (a - ) ) + ~ $ a h y ’ u h  }. (2.21) 
We have multiplied by an arbitrary coupling constant a, analogous to p in the 
Yang-Mills case. 
Since we are working with an off-shell formulation of supergravity, there are no 
modifications to the supersymmetry transformation rules of the supergravity fields due 
to the coupling to Yang-Mills. Therefore (2.21) is exactly supersymmetric, and not 
only to order a. This in contradistinction to d = 10, where no (non-linear) off-shell 
formulation of the supergravity and Yang-Mills multiplets is available. Another 
difference with d = 10 is of course that there the field B,, is a physical field. Here, at 
least on the level of the R action, the field B,, is an auxiliary field and can be eliminated 
from the theory. This is no longer true in (2.21), since higher powers as well as 
derivatives of fi appear. Therefore E,, becomes a physical field. Still another 
difference is that in four dimensions the R2 invariant (2.21), containing the Riemann 
tensor, can be expressed in terms of combinations of Ricci tensors and scalars using 
the super-Gauss-Bonnet theorem [ 161. 
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Before turning to on-shell supergravity we briefly indicate the construction of other 
R 2  actions besides the one derived in (2.21). 
An action containing the square of the curvature scalar can be constructed as 
follows. We start from the Abelian vector multiplet (2.11), and form a chiral multiplet 
using relations (2.14). Then the F-type action (2.9) yields a gravitational action 
containing an ( R ( w )  + A2)' term. The bosonic part of this action reads: 
T ~ ~ ~ ~ =  -aea{Fab(V)FUb(V) - Q ( R ( ~ ) +  H ~ ) ' } .  (2.22) 
Finally an action that involves the square of the Ricci tensor is obtained as follows 
[ 191. We start from a linear multiplet [ C, x, U,] coupled to new minimal supergravity. 
This is obtained by setting the chiral submultiplet of weight two contained in the 
general multiplet (2.5) equal to zero. The remaining fields [ C, x, U,] transform accord- 
ing to 
SC = +iEy5X 
(2.23) 
The vector field U, must satisfy the constraint 
DaV, -$E,bcd(DaC)fibcd +$Xyub$"h = o  (2.24) 
which is the local version of the transversality condition aPuP = 0, holding in the rigid 
case. From a linear multiplet we can form a general multiplet with first component 
equal to C 2 .  The D-component field is the following expression in terms of the fields 
of the linear multiplet [ C, x, U,]: 
D =  -(U,)' - (D,C)2 -2(D,D"C)C +f& 
-$iEabcdUaf ibcdC -1 2x7 - abc X f i a b c  - i i~~5yab$abC.  (2.25) 
Then using the D-type action (2.8) it is possible to write down an action for the fields 
of a linear multiplet. 
The construction of an action containing the square of the Ricci-tensor is based 
on the observation that 
(2.26) [b&,bcdfibcd, $Yabc$bc, -$E,,(&) I *  - i E , b c d f i C d  ( v+)] 
(2.27) 
is the supercovariant Einstein tensor, transforms as a linear multiplet with an additional 
Lorentz index. Using (2.25) and the action (2.8) for the multiplet (2.26) we find an 
action that involves the square of the Ricci tensor. The bosonic part of this action is 
given by: 
(2.28) 
It is now possible to combine the actions (2.21), (2.22) and (2.28) in such a way that 
the Gauss-Bonnet combination of the R' terms, 
(2.29) TGB = - ea {  Rpuab(w) Rpvab( w )  -4R,,(w) R P u ( w )  + R ( w )  R ( w ) }  
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arises. It is then straightforward to verify that in such a combination the auxiliary 
fields V,, B,, of new minimal supergravity do not contribute. In this way one can 
check the validity of the super-Gauss-Bonnet theorem, i.e. the fact that the supersym- 
metric extension of (2.29) transforms into a total derivative, in new minimal super- 
gravity. 
3. On-shell supergravity 
In this section we will discuss a similar construction of the R2 action in d = 4 using 
the formulation of supergravity with physical fields (vierbein and gravitino) only. We 
shall see that the use of the Yang-Mills analogy is still helpful for the construction of 
higher order supergravity actions. 
In the absence of auxiliary fields the supergravity multiplet [9] has the following 
transformation rules: 
ae,' = ;by"$, a$, = 9 , ( w ) e .  (3.1) 
The commutator of two supersymmetry transformations now closes modulo the 
equations of motion, which follow from the supergravity action 
-YsG = - i e { R ( w ) +  &,yF"A9v(w)+A}.  (3.2) 
These equations of motion are 
= e { R , + ( w )  - f e ~ , R ( w ) } + ~ s ~ u A ~ ~ , y , y , 9 A ( w ) $ ~  = 0 
(3.3) 
qp = - e y p u A 9 u ( w ) $ A  = o .  
In the absence of auxiliary fields one can also couple Yang-Mills to supergravity 
[20], and of course that is how it was first done. Since the action changes due to the 
coupling, so do the transformation rules. The complete action then consists of the 
sum of (3.2) and the Yang-Mills part 
LfYM = - ep tr{ a F, ,, F + ih@( 0, A )  A + ;&, y y@A (Fah + gab) 
+ Yabch tr h yUb'A}. (3.4) 
The action ZsG + ZyM is invariant under the following transformation rules for the 
Yang-Mills fields 
(3.5) 6A, = ;Ey,A SA = -1 4 7  & > a b ( A )  
while the transformation rules of the supergravity fields receive O ( p  ) modifications: 
a,$, = ~ ~ ( e , a y h L - - ~ y , n b L ) &  tr XyabcA. (3.6) 
Let us now construct an R2 action using again an analogy between supergravity and 
Yang-Mills, similar to the one we employed in section 2. 
Consider an SO(3, 1) Yang-Mills multiplet [flwab, Z a h ] .  The corresponding SO(3, 1) 
supersymmetric Yang-Mills action 
-Y2 = -ear{$Rw,"b(R) Rpvab( f l )  +$"'@(w, f l )Zub 
+t$rL,yCdy'I;,b(R,d"'((n) + R c d U b ( ( n ) )  + ~ a r ~ a h y p q r ~ a b ~ ~ d y p q r ~ . c d }  (3 7)  
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is invariant under the transformations (3.1) with (3.6), and (3.5) with the replacement 
[A, ,  A]-+  [ap'', X u ' ]  and p -+ a. If we now replace in (3.7) [Opah, X u b ]  by [wILUh, $"']It 
we lose invariance. The reason is that the transformation rules of upah and do  
not have the correct form (3.5): 
8wpu'(e, $1 = $ ~ y , + " ~  - a ~ y [ ~ + ~ ~ l  e, (3.8) 
(3.9) 1 cd A s $ u b  = - 4 7  &Rcdah(w). 
In (3.8) the difference is due to the last term. The reason that (3.9) does not quite 
have the structure of (3.5) is that the supercovariant curvature l? contains covariantisa- 
tions for the complete transformation (3.8), instead of for the first term only. 
The error is of O( a') in the variation of upub and (C lub ,  and of O ( a )  in the variation 
of the action. Only those upah and 4'' which replaced R and X in (3.7) contribute to 
the non-invariance. Therefore the damage is limited. Furthermore, the unwanted 
O(a ' )  variations in wPah and Gab are proportional to equations of motion of the R 
action (3.2). Indeed, the gravitino equation of motion 9, (3.3) implies: 
yub$ub = - e - ' y u q u  
y b$ub = e - ' [ q u  - $ Yay ' b 1 (3.10) 
1 - 1  d 
Y[a$hc] = ?e EubcdY5q . 
Therefore invariance can be restored by suitably modifying the transformation rule of 
$,. This works to O ( a )  only, since the modification (3.6), and these new modifications, 
cause new O ( a )  variations of wPab and (Cl", which violate invariance of the action, etc. 
Let us work out this procedure in more detail. The variation of (3.7) due to arbitrary 
transformations of R and 2 takes the form: 
632 = a(8apub%pab + 6%."'9,,) (3.11) 
where 
%,*ab = 9 0 , ( R ) ( e R " K u b ( R )  +$e$A y u f i y A X a b )  + e%UCyl*XbL 
yyab = -e{@(w,  R)x:"' + ~ y l L y h p + , ( ~ A p u b ( ~ )  - ~ J , , Y ~ X ~ ~ ) } .  
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Here we have neglected terms in the variation which are O ( a 2 ) .  Of course (3.12) and 
(3.13) are the Yang-Mills equations of motion for R and X. Now we replace in 
(3.11)-(3.13) R by w and X by $. Then (3.11) gives the variation of the action 
2 = LfSG + 3>, if we take for 6R and 6X the following variations: 
6 0 , a b  = -$gy[aq ,bc l  e, L 
(3.14) 
abcf Ycd&iJdY5% (3.15) 
which are the deviations from the Yang-Mills transformation rules. This implies that 
8 2  can be written as 
8 2  = ~ a e - 1 ~ , , h c { ~ y 5 ~ ' a b  + ~ ~ y ' * Y ~ ~ t , F ~ y ~ } q ~  (3.16) 
t Here the explicit form of the gravitino curvature is 3," % , ( o J ) $ ~  -2 u ( ~ ) $ p .  
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which can be cancelled by the following additional transformation of the gravitino: 
S+ = -:cye-’ y,e%c”h +tys(CldEyCd.Yab}. (3.17) 
Thus invariance of the action, at least to O ( a ) ,  is restored. 
The procedure outlined above has the disadvantage that it cannot be immediately 
generalised to higher orders in a, since it depends crucially on the fact that the extra 
transformations (3.14) and (3.15) were equations of motions themselves. This also 
implies that the result is valid in four dimensions only, since the last relation in (3.10), 
which we used in (3.14)-(3.15), is specific for d =4.  
An alternative procedure is to use the fact that the Yang-Mills equations of motion 
(3.12) and (3.13), with the substitution Cl-+ w and X-+ 9, can be rewritten in terms of 
the equations of motion (3.3). This was shown for ten dimensions in [6], neglecting 
quartic fermions in the action. Ultimately this result is a consequence of the Gauss- 
Bonnet theorem (see (2.29)). 
Although this second approach leads to more complicated transformation rules, it 
has the advantage that it can be generalised in principle to higher orders in a, since 
it holds for arbitrary variations of wWUh and +lab. An interesting feature of this second 
approach is that it leads to different transformation rules to the ones found above. In 
particular, also the transformation rule of the vierbein has to be modified by O( a )  terms. 
Let us now present the result of this second approach. First we consider (3.12) 
(with the replacement R -+ w and 2 -+ +). A lengthy calculation gives: 
= 2eeWCD[,&,. +ie$,ywyP+ab +~elCl,y~,(DIY+bCl)eW1‘ - ~ 9 h { $ [ h y ~ 1 , b C ~ c }  
+ e P W a h q d  + b $ a h Y c Y d p ‘  - 4 $ d [ a ~ ‘ ~ b 1 q c  - t $ ‘ ~ a ~ h ] c d e ~ ~ } ~  (3.18) 
All terms in (3.18) are proportional to equations of motion. The supercovariant Ricci 
tensor can be rewritten in the form 
&,(U) = -~e , ,~+i -$ , y ,aW”+~~,y ,YWa +$$,ya”WW +~e,u$yy”p‘up}. (3.19) 
Using the Bianchi identity for Gab we can rewrite Pt,bab in terms of equations of motion 
as well. The result is 
(3.20) 
Therefore (3.12) can be completely expressed in terms of equations of motion. We 
can rewrite (3.13) in the form 
@+ah = 2e’ra9v(w){e-’(pbl - i ~ h l ~ <  q c ) }  + rv+Laf f  V b ] ( ~ ) .  
yab = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ‘ ~ y : ~ * y ~ ~ + ~ $ ~ y ~ ~ ~  (3.21) 
which is also a combination of equations of motion of the supergravity action (3.2). 
Therefore the variation of the action (3.16) can also be cancelled by changing the 
transformation rules of both the vierbein and the gravitino. In calculating the 
modifications to the transformation rules, the first term in (3.18) does not contribute, 
since the antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor vanishes. Otherwise no significant 
simplifications occur. We shall refrain from presenting the explicit form of these 
additional transformation rules in this second approach. 
To end this section, let us mention briefly the old minimal system of auxiliary fields 
[15]. In that formulation, the auxiliary fields are a scalar S, a pseudoscalar P, and a 
4-vector V,. In this formulation, we cannot find a combination of spin-connection 
and auxiliary fields which transforms exactly as the Yang-Mills gauge field. Therefore 
the Yang-Mills analogy used in section 2 fails. Of course it is possible to use the 
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method of this section to obtain an O( a )  invariant with the old minimal fields. Since 
the complete result is known [16], we will not discuss this possibility further. 
4. Supersymmetric Chern-Simons terms 
In  order to find supersymmetric actions with Lorentz Chern-Simons terms in d = 4, 
N = 1 supergravity we again make use of the supergravity Yang-Mills analogy. Here 
we present only the results of the calculation using the new minimal formulation. First 
we discuss the construction of actions containing Yang-Mills Chern-Simons terms, 
and  then the analogy will give us the related result for the Lorentz group. We also 
discuss how the structure changes when chiral multiplets are included. After a duality 
transformation the resulting action has the same structure as the effective action 
obtained in [8] from ten dimensions. 
The pure Chern-Simons action for d = 4, N = 1 super-Yang-Mills is based on the 
G component of a chiral multiplet with weight two (2.6). This action is given by: 
LfG = e{ G + f i  &,ys y w $  + i i  G,y5 yl* ( A  + i y s  B )  (4.1) 
Using (2.14) we find immediately the supersymmetric Chern-Simons action for a 
Yang-Mills multiplet 
Lfcs = -ep tr{$Eahcd$ubficd -$h ys@A - $ ~ , y p ( $ y , y a h A F a b  -AD) 
+I. - 
161 $,Y ( Y J  A - Ys A 1 
= -$Pa, tr{spuP"(A,d,A, -?,A,A,A,) - eh  y S y w A }  (4.2) 
where A, is the gauge field of the Yang-Mills multiplet (2.7). It is now easy to find 
the analogous expression for the Lorentz Chern-Simons term. Since (2.10) transforms 
as an  SO(3, 1) Yang-Mills multiplet (see (2.19)), one can make the replacements 
X ' W J U b  
Dt,-2pah( V,) F,;,(A)++R,,"b(a-) 
A, e a ,  ab - 
(4.3) 
in the Lagrangian (4.2). Working out explicitly the Yang-Mills trace for the group 
SO(3, 1) we obtain 
~f~~~ = -$a a, { E wPU (R . a h a , ~  ,"h - fa ,"'a 2) - eGaby, yp$ab}  (4.4) 
with an  arbitrary coupling constant a. This action is the supersymmetric extension of 
the Lorentz Chern-Simons term in the context of new minimal supergravity. 
Let us now use the actions (4.2) and (4.4) as ingredients in the coupling of a chiral 
multiplet of weight zero to Yang-Mills and to new minimal supergravity. We shall 
see that the action of this coupled system enables us to make contact with an  effective 
action resulting from string compactification [8]. 
Local tensor calculus implies that we can multiply two chiral multiplets of weight 
n and m to form a third one of weight n + m :  
(4.5) [ A , ,  Bl,  41, F1, GIIflO[A2, B2,42 ,  F 2 r  G 2 l m  =[A39 B3343, F 3 r  G 3 l f l t m  
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where 
In order to construct actions we need n + m = 2, here we choose n = 0, m = 2. Using 
a chiral multiplet of weight zero for the ‘1’-multiplet, (2.14) for the ‘2’-multiplet and 
the F-type action (2.9) we obtain 
Z B - Y M  = e { ~ ,  + t J p ~ p + 3  +:J,Y~”(A, + i ~ 5 ~ 3 ) i , b , )  
= AZy  + BZc,  - ep tr[$A ( F + 44, y p 4  ) + $1 y5A ( G - 4i J ,  y l*. y5 4 ) 
-$$y”’A&,(A) -$$y5AD]. (4.7) 
Here ZyM and 2& denote the Lagrangians (2.16) and (4.2) respectively. The action 
(4.7) describes the coupling of a chiral multiplet of weight zero [A,  B, 4, F, GIo to a 
Yang-Mills multiplet [A,, A, D ] .  It is important to note that the Lagrangian (4.7) 
depends on the pseudoscalar B only via a,B, after a partial integration in the BLZCs term. 
In order to write down a complete action for the coupled system we want to 
consider, we need in addition to (4.7) a contribution that involves kinetic terms for 
the chiral multiplet. It is straightforward to show that if 
(4.8) [A,  B, 4, E GI0 
is a chiral multiplet of weight zero, then 
(where 0 denotes the supercovariant d’Alembert operator) is a chiral multiplet of 
weight two, the associated kinetic multiplet. Again making use of (4.6), where the ‘1’- 
multiplet is given by (4.8) and the ‘2’-multiplet by (4.9), and by using the F-type action 
(2.9) we find an action that involves kinetic terms for the multiplet (4.8): 
Z ~ - k i , ,  = e{ A[ U A  -$e abcdfibrdDaB Jp4,y””9] 
+ B [ O B + f i ~ ” ~ ‘ ~ f i ~ , , D , A - ~ i ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ y ~ ~ ] + F ~ +  G2 
- @(lo, V I 4  +A6yahc4fiabc, 
+fJp?’”[(A - i ~ 5 B ) ( @ ( w ,  - ~ Y “ b ‘ ~ f i a ~ c ) + ( ~ - ~ Y ~ G ) ~ l  
+:Jp yp””&,(AF -B G )  +di$, y5 ypYi,bU(AG + FB)}.  (4.10) 
By removing supercovariantisations and performing partial integrations, (4.10) can be 
simplified considerably: 
T B - k i , ,  = e{a,A[ -dpA - $ygyi,b, + $ i , b p ]  
+d,B[-#’B -i$ysypy+,, +i$ys$+ -$e- lepupu (a.Bpu)Al 
F2+ G2-$@(w, V ) 4  + ~ $ Y a b ‘ ~ f i a b , + ~ ~ ~ p ” p ~ ~ p ~ Y v ~ p  
+’- fi  s 4 Y  Y s 4 ~ v Y 5 Y , i , b ” ) .  (4.11) 
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(Here B, denotes the auxiliary field of the supergravity multiplet.) As was the case 
in (4.7), the action (4.11) depends on the pseudoscalar B only via d,B. 
Having constructed the action that describes the coupling of the chiral multiplet 
(4.8) to Yang-Mills and the kinetic action for (4.8), it remains to include the Lorentz 
Chern-Simons term and the associated R2 term. This is achieved by again making 
use of the Yang-Mills supergravity analogy. With (4.3) and (4.7) we immediately get: 
~ B - S G  =A z 2  + BLfLcs - ea{$ab$ah( F +;$, y’+) +$&aby5$ab( G -;i$,yp y5+) 
(4.12) 
Here Lf2 denotes (2.21) (containing an R 2  term) and LfLcs is the Lorentz Chern-Simons 
action (4.4). 
Now we are able to write down the complete action describing the coupling of a 
chiral multiplet of weight zero to Yang-Mills and to new minimal supergravity: 
1 - ,U - s + y  $ a b Z p / ’ ( n - )  + i 6 Y 5 $ a h f i a h  ( v+)). 
Lftot = L f S G + f B - k ~ n +  f B - Y M +  LfB-SG (4.13) 
where LESG is the supergravity R action (2.13) involving kinetic terms forthe supergravity 
fields. Since (4.13) and the transformation rules of the chiral multiplet depend only 
on the derivative of the pseudoscalar field B, we can now perform a duality transforma- 
tion [21], which will replace B by an antisymmetric tensor gauge field A,, (see also 
[13,221). 
The d,B contribution to (4.13) can be written: 
LfaB = -ed,Bdi”B +2id,BEp”””“C,~p (4.14) 
where 
B , ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~  = E , , , ~ { ~ [ ( X ~ ~ ) ” ~ ~ + ~  t rhy”A,A]+ba[ (XLCs)uhp+l -ab  6 $  Y ”^”$ ab ] 
(4.15) + L -  4+y uh -&&uhpu$,, - + ( ~ ” B ^ ~ ) A } .  
X::,, is the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons term 
X;;A E tr[A[,dvAA1 -$A[,A,A,,l (4.16) 
and Xb:: is the corresponding Lorentz Chern-Simons term. 
We now replace d,B by a vector field tp in the action and all transformation rules. 
To ensure that the result is equivalent to (4.14), we add a term containing a Lagrange 
multiplier field A,+,, The resulting action reads 
Lfas = -et,t” -2it ,~~””C,, ,  -iep”ApA,,d,t,. (4.17) 
The equation of motion of the field t, yields 
t~ = - i i e - l E ~ ’ ” A ~  {avAAp -2cvAp}. (4.18) 
Using this to eliminate t’” we obtain the following action 
(4.19) 2 as - _ -   :eFL,, FtpuA 
where 
F : ~ h  E F p ~ h  -2cpvA Ffivh SZ d [ p A v A ] .  (4.20) 
The new action LftOt is obtained by replacing in (4.13) the terms given in (4.14) by the 
result of the duality transformation (4.19). 
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The duality transformation preserves supersymmetry. The new transformation rules 
are obtained as follows [21]. First one eliminates from Ytot the auxiliary fields of the 
chiral multiplet, F and G. The number of off-shell degrees of freedom changes by the 
duality transformation, and eliminating F and G compensates for this. Then we assign 
to t ,  the transformation rule St, = d,SB. Consider now the action Ztot in the intermedi- 
ate form where YaB is given by (4.17). This action is invariant, except for variations 
containing a,,t,,. These terms do no vanish because t ,  is unconstrained. They are 
cancelled instead by a proper choice of 6A,,. The result is 
(4.21) 
In fact, this result preserves off-shell supersymmetry. The chiral multiplet (4.8) has 
been replaced by an off-shell linear multiplet [ 191 
[A, A,", 41. (4.22) 
This multiplet is in lowest order in CY and p the same as (2.23), except that the constraint 
(2.24) for the vector 0, has been solved in terms of AFV. 
The Lagrangian (4.19) and YtOt are invariant under the gauge transformations 
6A ,y = - l -  Z E Y , , ~  -$ASB,, -$ trA~,8Aul-$afiL,-  ab S f i , , "h .  
~ ~ , , , = a , ~ - a . i , .  (4.23) 
Invariance under Yang-Mills and Lorentz transformations requires additional transfor- 
mations of AbV. Because of the presence of the Chern-Simons terms in CuAp (4.15), 
we have under infinitesimal Yang-Mills and Lorentz transformations 
(4.24) SC,,A = bP tr a,,(Aa,A,,) +$CYdl, (Aaba,fiA,?). 
Hence, with the following additional gauge transformation of the tensor field A,": 
6A,, = $p tr Aa[,A,,, + $~haba~,il,,, Zb (4.25) 
the field strength FLuA(A), as well as the complete action, is invariant under Yang-Mills 
and Lorentz transformations. We note that a similar mechanism (i.e. the combination 
of a two-index tensor gauge field with the Chern-Simons term in order to maintain 
gauge invariance) is essential to couple Maxwell [2] or Yang-Mills [3] to supergravity 
in ten dimensions. The addition of the Lorentz Chern-Simons form in d = 10 is essential 
for the cancellation of anomalies, but breaks supersymmetry. 
Now we can compare the total action (4.13), where the aB part (i.e. (4.14)) is 
replaced by (4.19), with an action derived in [8]. The critical point in our derivation 
of (4.19) is the possibility to perform a duality transformation in (4.13) in order to get 
rid of the pseudoscalar B. The duality transformation necessitates the introduction of 
an antisymmetric tensor gauge field APv. In the total action it appears only through 
its field strength, FLuA, which also contains Chern-Simons terms. The same structure 
can be found in [8], where an effective action resulting from dimensional reduction 
from N = 1, d = 10 supergravity to four dimensions is derived. The field A of the 
chiral multiplet mimicks the role of the scalars 4 and U appearing in [8]. The scalar 
4 belongs to the ten-dimensional supergravity multiplet, and U is related to a rescaling 
of the original ten-dimensional metric. 
Hence we demonstrated that in the framework of new minimal supergravity coupled 
to a chiral multiplet and to Yang-Mills, it is possible to construct an action that 
resembles the Witten action [8]. The essential step in the derivation of this action, 
which permits us to include the Lorentz Chern-Simons term, is again the analogy 
between Yang-Mills and new minimal supergravity. A crucial point in this derivation 
is the fact that all B-dependent contributions can be written in terms of a,B. This 
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allows us to perform the required duality transformation. In these calculations the 
auxiliary field structure of new minimal supergravity (i.e. the fi field) plays an essential 
role. 
The results of this section can also be obtained for on-shell supergravity by the 
procedure of section 3. To do so one constructs the action ZLnt, as in (4.13), for the 
Yang-Mills sector alone (i.e. a = 0). After the duality transformation one eliminates 
all the auxiliary fields. This gives the on-shell version of -Fe,, with the corresponding 
on-shell transformation rules. Finally, as in section 3, one replaces [A, ,  A ]  by 
$ O b ] .  The resulting action is not quite supersymmetric, but in the same way as 
in section 3 supersymmetry to O ( a )  is restored by a modification of the transformation 
rule of the gravitino. 
5. Conclusions 
In d = 4, N = 1 new minimal supergravity it is possible to combine the spin-connection 
and the supercovariant curvature of an auxiliary antisymmetric tensor gauge field in 
such a way that the resulting quantity transforms as an SO(3 , l )  Yang-Mills gauge 
field under local supersymmetry. This permits us to use the locally supersymmetric 
invariant Yang-Mills action to derive an invariant R2 action for new minimal super- 
gravity. The same procedure allows a simple derivation of supersymmetric Chern- 
Simons terms. In this way we obtain actions of which the general features are similar 
to effective actions derived from d = 10. 
It turns out that even in an on-shell construction of an R 2  action the interpretation 
of the spin-connection as an SO(3 , l )  Yang-Mills gauge field is helpful. Here this 
analogy leads to an R 2  action that is invariant under supersymmetry to O ( a ) ,  where 
a is the inverse string tension. In addition, this procedure requires a-dependent 
modifications of the transformation rules of (at least) the gravitino. In principle this 
procedure can be extended to higher orders in a. 
It is clear that this analogy between supergravity and Yang-Mills theory works 
best if the supergravity theory contains an antisymmetric tensor gauge field. This can 
be understood as follows. The supersymmetry transformation of Wpab(e, $) in the 
absence of auxiliary fields reads: 
The second term prevents the interpretation of cowab itself as the Yang-Mills field. To 
cancel this term, we need another field, say HPab, transforming into Eyla$bcle,c. Because 
$ab is a curvature, it satisfies a Bianchi identity, so that we can restrict ourselves to 
tensors H satisfying D [ a H b c d ]  = 0. This constraint is solved by setting H equal to the 
curvature of an antisymmetric tensor gauge field BpY. Thus our requirement that the 
transformation of a Yang-Mills field should appear, uniquely leads to the presence of 
an antisymmetric tensor, whose supersymmetry transformation rule can be evaluated 
from the above. 
This does not mean that our construction in section 2 would also have worked in 
the absence of the second auxiliary field of the new minimal formalism, V,. One can 
see this by considering the equations of motion of the auxiliary fields V, and Bpu. 
They read, respectively, 
(5.1) 8wPab(e, 9) = f ~ y , , + " - q ~ y  3 -  [ a  + bc ]  e,, c . 
f i f i v h  = (5.2) 
a, {ef i f iUA 1 + fiEYh~PFpp ( V) = 0. (5.3) 
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These equations do not imply that V, vanishes, and therefore its presence cannot be 
simply ignored. 
The equations of motion ( 5 . 2 )  and (5.3) can be used to eliminate the auxiliary 
fields from the supergravity action (2.13), which then becomes equal to the on-shell 
action (3.2). In the R + R 2  actions of sections 2 and 3 such a correspondence does 
not hold. The auxiliary fields become physical fields, and can no longer be eliminated 
algebraically. Therefore different off-shell versions of supergravity yield physically 
different R + R’ actions. Ideally, one should let the string theory decide which version 
is the correct one. However, the nature of this decision is controversial [23]. 
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